Heterosexual couples' uses and meanings of ovarian stimulation: Relatedness, embodiment and emotions.
This article is about how ovarian stimulation is understood within the context of heterosexual couples' relationships. The empirical research involves 15 semi-structured interviews with patients in Portugal who have undergone IVF programmes performed with eggs collected in stimulated cycles. We argue that the uses and meanings of ovarian stimulation expressed in the patients' narratives represent situated values and knowledges conveyed by existing emotional resources within multiple gendered relations and identities. We discuss how empirical reconfigurations work in a mode of conversion of physical and emotional pain so that the application of subcutaneous injections to women's bodies makes sense within IVF couples' daily routine and in their conjugal relationship. The different practices of men's involvement in the injection of hormones into women's bodies are perceived as emotional moments, and men's cooperation and/ or protection seems to be essential in this domain. The cultural assumptions underlying women's duties regarding maternity reinforce a moral framework in which the pain and the complications associated with the ovarian stimulation are naturalized, normalized and accepted.